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Every day I meet people who come to my gallery who are both enthusiastic and anxious
about knowing and learning more about provincial Chinese furniture-a type of Chinese
furniture that has dominated the main stream Chinese furniture on the world-wide selling
market for the last twenty years, and certainly has also catered to the Chinese domestic
market  at  least  for  the  last  five  to  ten  years.  This  tendency and enthusiasm towards
Chinese style art and Chinese antiquity in domestic China has just begun to flourish as
the beginning of an awakening in China’s own rich cultural heritage, including both its
traditional and contemporary art.

What kind of role does the provincial style Chinese furniture play in this trend in the
world market and what is its future?

One might think and compare their own love towards other more familiar arts, like opera,
music, theater, movie, painting, photography, poetry, and more. In a sense, it does not
matter what kind of art one does, appreciates, or performs. Rather, what matters more is
the quality,  the depth of the art,  and the presentation.  The presentation here might be
interpreted as “modality” or “process”, a process that an artist or an art appreciator might
have to go through in order to reach the depth of an artist or their art. But in all, the above
three aspects that connect to an art object are considered to be one.

Provincial  Chinese  furnishing has  been exported  from China  to  the  West  and to  the
United States since the early 1980’s. Before then, the majority of such furniture had been
seen and sold mostly through Hong Kong with fewer choices in style and variety.  As
China grew under the thriving economy and opened up more to the rest of the world,
provincial style Chinese furniture pieces started to be exported to the United States and
the rest of the world in the historically huge quantities and varieties than ever before.
Most of this shift happened in the 1990’s through national and international wholesale
trade  shows  where  retail  store  owners  and  catalogue  buyers  flopped  in  and  ordered
enough quantities of this Chinese provincial style furniture pieces to fill their showrooms
and catalogues with both the affordable antique and the reproduced Chinese furniture
pieces that retailed from a few hundred dollars to a few thousand dollars or more for the
higher quality pieces.

What  is  the Provincial  Style  Chinese furniture? How does  that  compare  to the more
traditional style Chinese furniture made of, say, rosewood, that we used to see more often
in Chinatowns or in our parents’ or grandparent’s old house when old pieces were found,
such as  a pair  of  elaborately carved armchairs  with ornate  mother-of-pearl  inlay that
looked like might only belong to the past memory or some palace?

The term of “provincial” is used here only in order to distinguish from the considered
more sophisticated and elegant Scholar Style and the rare and exotic Palace Style Chinese
furnishings, most of which were made of expensive rare hardwood, including a variety of



rare Chinese rosewoods. These two styles of Chinese furniture or sometimes only the
Scholar’s Style furniture has been referred to as “the Classical Style”. They have been the
dominating presentations of high quality Chinese furniture and furnishing art to the art
collectors  for  centuries  due  to  the  nature  of  the  rarity  in  wood,  styling,  joinery,  and
overall workmanship which showcase the mannerism of the craftsmanship as well as the
primal design elements.

By the nature of the wood selection, majority of the “provincial” Chinese furniture pieces
is made of a variety of Chinese softwoods as well as some rare and off-the-main-stream
hardwoods such as Chinese walnut, camphor, Nan-Mu hardwood, Zhuo wood (equivalent
to American Oak), Gao-Li wood, Huali rosewood, as well as Nan-Yu, Zi Yu, and the
more  rare  Hong-Ju,  all  of  which might  be considered the borderline  of hardwood or
softwood by furniture art  collectors in China and abroad. There are also the rare and
expensive Ying Mu (Chinese Burl) and Yellow Boxwood, which are generally included
and constructed with other mainstream hardwood, such as Zi-Tan, Huanghuali,  Ji Chi
Mu,  for  furniture  or  decorative  pieces.*1  We  have  also  seen  the  combination  of
Huanghuali  and Nan-Mu and  Zi-Tan  and Nan Mu crafted  together  for  furniture  and
decorative pieces in the recent years.

What is the style of the provincial style Chinese furniture? How is it different from the
“Classical” style? Well, up to now, this has been the main challenge and focus for buyers,
collectors, and researchers who have infinitive love towards Chinese furniture and art and
wanted to make a connection between the Classical Chinese art and the folk Chinese art.
But the term and the concept of the “folk” art may be a false and dangerous concept for
many of the Chinese furniture pieces that do not make it to the main stream Classical
Style furniture because of the wood and the joinery. 

One proof for this is, for example, a 17th century side table layered with an original lavish
thick coating of precious Zhu-Sha red color from Northern China made of a common
Northern softwood, Yu wood, with a perfectly shaped 17th century style Su-Ping Joinery.
We know, from a more logical way of thinking, this table would not have been made
during its time for less than a purpose of a fine creation, due to the Zhu-Sha red pigment
being “as expensive as gold” as recorded and referred to in the old classical text. While
another  antique  sideboard  style  cabinet  made  of  Bai  Wood,  either  a  Southern  or  a
Northern version of Chinese cypress, which was used to construct furniture pieces during
the Ming Dynasty, with a look of a 17th century styling. Yet when we examine it closely,
the joinery might be of a simpler or a different type from what we are familiar with for
the Classical pieces. But the color pigments on the carvings of this coffer may further
detect that this piece should be dated for 17th century. In many of the examples I have
discovered, examined, sold, and collected, I found that the more details and similarities in
details we have found, the less of the distinguishing one would try to make between some
of  the  Classical  and  the  Provincial  Chinese  furniture  pieces.  Perhaps,  with  more
evidences can be offered, we would re-term the “Classical Chinese furniture” to include
some of the earlier or ultimately the better made provincial pieces, due to its age, style,
color pigment used, style of carving, as well as joinery, wood, and the mannerism how
these pieces are crafted and constructed together.



*1: A good reference book for Chinese woods: “Connoisseurship of Chinese Furniture: 
Ming and Early Qing Dynasties” by Wang Shi Xiang, Volume I, P. 148-153. English 
Version of this book is published by Art Media Resources, Ltd., Chicago, Illinois. 1990.
Almost all the woods mentioned in this article are listed in this book.
 


